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Ambient noise decreases detectability of songbird vocalizations in passive acoustic recordings in a consistent pattern across species, frequency, and analysis method

Chad A. Apol, Ethan C. Valentine and Darren S. Proppe

ABSTRACT
The presence of ambient noise is a potential constraint that can impact studies that rely on passive acoustic recording units to compare biotic signals across a range of ambient noise levels. To investigate the hypothesis that ambient noise will impact the detectability of recorded acoustic signals, we projected noise with different amplitudes and frequency distributions into one microphone on a passive acoustic recording unit, while recording simultaneously from a second unit free of noise stimuli. We compared detection rates for five frequently recorded bird species derived from three different analysis methods. As predicted, amplitude had a strongly negative impact on detectability. There were also absolute differences in detection rates between species and the analysis methods, but the pattern of change as amplitude increased did not differ across treatments. The frequency distribution of the noise stimuli had no impact on detectability. Based on the consistent impact of amplitude on signal detection, we formulated a single correction factor to estimate the proportion of detections being lost to background ambient noise. While this formula will benefit from additional testing across an array of species and conditions, it is clear that ambient noise alters detection rates in passive acoustic recordings.
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Introduction
Acoustic signals are integral to the communication systems of many terrestrial and aquatic organisms (Bradbury and Vehrencamp 2011). In terrestrial systems, many mammals, insects, frogs, and birds rely on acoustic signals for mate selection, territory and predator defence, alarm, announcement of food, and even declaration of individual identity (Zelick et al. 1999; Gerhardt and Huber 2002; Altringham and Fenton 2003; Catchpole and Slater 2008). Acoustic signals are also integral to many fields of animal research where signal detection provides crucial data. One effective way of collecting acoustic data is through the use of passive acoustic recording units. For example, acoustic recordings obtained from microphones located on passive acoustic recorders have been used to compare biodiversity across habitats (e.g., Gasc et al. 2013) and to determine species richness in several taxa (Brandes et al. 2006; Wimmer et al. 2013;
Surveys of animal communities have been conducted with both single-channel units and multi-channel microphone arrays (Alquezar and Machado 2015; Haselmayer and Quinn 2000; Celis-Murillo et al. 2009). Passive acoustic recording units can also be placed in remote areas that would be otherwise difficult to monitor. Fitzpatrick et al. (2005) used single-channel units to monitor over 40,000 ha of bottomland forest in Florida and Arkansas for acoustic evidence of the ivory-billed woodpecker. Passive acoustic recording units have also been used to study signal evolution (Apol et al. 2018), community signalling patterns (Hart et al. 2015), and signal information (Elie and Theunissen 2016). One crucial aspect, common to all bioacoustic research, is the necessity to detect biotic signals in the environment.

One environmental constraint that may limit the collection of accurate bioacoustic data is the presence of background ambient noise. Ambient noise can acoustically mask biotic signals and thus impair signal detection. For example, higher amplitudes of ambient noise decrease the signal-to-noise ratio of a vocalization (Klump 1996) and can reduce the distance over which a receiver can detect a signal (Lohr et al. 2003). In humans, the detection radius for avian point-counts is effectively reduced as ambient noise levels increase (Pacifici et al. 2008). Further, the impact of otherwise pertinent signals on the receiver is reduced as noise increases in many animal systems (e.g., Siemers and Schaub 2010; Leonard and Horn 2012). While vigilance and stress may also play a role in these altered behavioural responses, acoustic masking is a likely predominant mechanism (Barber et al. 2010).

Both amplitude and frequency of an acoustic signal are related to the level of acoustic masking incurred. To reduce the effects of acoustic masking, some avian species will increase the amplitude of their acoustic signals when environmental noise levels are high (Manabe et al. 1998; Brumm 2004). Studies in birds have also shown that masking is most pronounced when the frequencies of ambient noise and vocal signals overlap (Goodwin and Podos 2013). For example, species with higher frequency songs are less impacted by low-frequency sounds (Francis et al. 2011; Proppe et al. 2013). Shifting to higher frequencies is another putative mechanism for reducing the impact of acoustic masking from low-frequency anthropogenic sources (Slabbekoorn and Peet 2003; Fernández-Juricic et al. 2005; Wood and Yezerinac 2006), although the ecological benefits of frequency-shifting are somewhat debated (Nemeth and Brumm 2010; Zollinger et al. 2017). Parris and McCarthy (2013) demonstrated that shifting an acoustic signal to higher frequencies in the presence of low-frequency urban noise can increase active space. Thus, it is reasonable to predict that the distribution of spectral power (i.e., amount of signal power (dB) at different frequencies (Hz)) of ambient noise could affect the level of acoustic masking on biotic signals (Wiley and Richards 1978). Further, particular vocalizations and species may be impacted by noise differently due to the frequency distribution of their signals.

Brown, pink, and white noise are mathematically derived noise types that differ in their spectral power densities in ways that can be used to simulate different sources of real-world ambient noise (Figure 1). The power density of white noise is equal across all frequencies, the power density of pink noise is inversely proportional to the frequency, and the power density of brown noise is inversely proportional to the square of the frequency. In other words, white noise has equal power across all frequencies, whereas
the power of pink and brown noise decreases with increasing frequency, being most strongly skewed in brown noise. White noise has been used to simulate the sound of high winds because wind impacts a broad range of frequencies (Turgeon et al. 2017). Pink noise has been used to simulate the generally low-frequency distribution of sound in anthropogenic noise (Potvin et al. 2016) and brown noise has been used to simulate sounds heavily skewed towards low-frequencies, such as waterfalls and thunder (Paciﬁci et al. 2008). Because animal signals are produced at particular frequencies (Catchpole and Slater 2008), these three types of synthetic noise could impact detectability differently among, and even within, species.

The presence of ambient noise potentially confounds research that relies on passive acoustic recordings units to compare biotic signals across a range of ambient noise levels. However, the impact of ambient noise level and the differential effects of noise type on signal detectability in passive acoustic recording units is poorly understood. We hypothesized that the amplitude and frequency distribution of ambient noise would impact signal detection rate, and that it may impact particular species differentially based on the frequency spectra of their species-speciﬁc vocalizations. We tested the effects of increasing amplitude in the three aforementioned noise types on signal detectability in ﬁve bird species. To test this, we recorded bird song simultaneously on two passive acoustic recording units placed adjacent to each other in multiple ﬁeld locations, and projected different noise types at different amplitudes into one microphone of a multi-channel recording unit while leaving the other unit free of noise stimuli. Further, because there may be differences in detectability between humans and machine-based algorithms (Swiston and Mennill 2009), we compared rates of signal detection across treatments from 1) a trained observer who detected vocalizations aurally (auditory hereafter), 2) a trained observer who visually inspected spectrograms and detected vocalizations aurally (spectrogram hereafter), and 3) a machine-based automated algorithm. We predicted that increasing the amplitude of ambient noise would impact detectability regardless of noise type, but that white noise would have the largest masking effect because it has a constant power density across all frequencies,
thus equally masking all biotic signals. We predicted that the highest number of
detections would result from spectrogram analysis because of the multi-sensory infor-
mation available to the observer. Finally, if noise impacts on detection rates were
relatively consistent across noise types and species, we aimed to develop a correction
factor to account for noise-associated changes in detectability in passive acoustic
recording units.

Materials and methods

Site selection and setup

We recorded the avian community in 20 remote northern hardwood forest sites in
Kalkaska County, Michigan, which were dominated by American beech (Fagus grand-
ifolia) and sugar maple (Acer saccharum) trees. To reduce the potential confound of
elevated anthropogenic noise, all recording sites were isolated from human develop-
ment, and >200 m away from any forest road or trail. We analysed vocalizations from
the five avian species recorded most frequently in our beech-maple hardwood forests:
blue jays (BLJA; Cyanocitta cristata), ovenbirds (OVEN; Seiurus aurocapilla), red-eyed
vireos (REVI; Vireo olivaceus), black-throated green warblers (BTNW; Setophaga
virens) and eastern wood-pewees (EAWP; Contopus virens). Vocal frequencies pro-
duced by each species vary, but all fall within 2–10 kHz (Craig 1943; Cohen 1977;
Borror 1981; Lein 1981; Morse and Poole 2005). We collected all acoustic data between
sunrise and 1130 h to maximize the number of recorded vocalizations.

At each site, two passive acoustic recording units with dual omnidirectional micro-
phones (Song Meter SM4; 44,100 Hz sampling rate, WAV, 16-bit format; Wildlife
Acoustics 2017, firmware 1.2.2) were placed 2 m above the ground and attached to
two trees separated by 2–3 m. The two recording units were oriented such that the
microphones on each unit were parallel, thus recording nearly identical acoustic space.
Different noise amplitudes and types of ambient noise were projected into one micro-
phone of the experimental recording unit via a pair of headphones (Apple Earbud;
MD827LLA-AP). Headphones were fastened directly to the surface of the microphone
windshield and connected to a playback unit equipped with an external speaker and
headphone jack (Sound Oasis Bluetooth Speaker; BST-100) that housed all noise tracks.
To test whether the small spatial difference between unit location or the placement of
headphones impacted detectability, the headphones were attached to the experimental
microphone while recording the avian chorus prior to noise playback, and detections
were compared to the adjacent control microphone with no headphones. All recordings
occurred on mornings without precipitation or wind over two on the Beaufort scale.

Sound files and playback

All noise playback files were housed within a single 90-min wav file that consisted of 13
individual tracks: a 6 min 70 dBA test track used only to ensure that equipment was
operational, and twelve, seven-minute tracks that represented brown (B), pink (P), and
white (W) ambient noise played at 40, 50, 60, and 70 dBA. The track progressed from
40 to 70 dBA, such that higher amplitudes occurred at a later time of day in each
recording (i.e., B40, P40, W40, B50, P50, W50, B60, P60, W60, B70, P70, W70). All noise tracks were created in Audacity V2.1.2 (Function = Generate: Noise) and amplified or attenuated until target dBA levels were produced (measured initially via the Average Power (dB) function in Raven Pro V 1.5, Ithaca, NY). All decibel levels were measured using A-weighting because it is common in the literature and recognizable across acoustic sub-disciplines.

To ensure that all acoustic tracks produced full spectra sounds at the target intensities (± 2 dB), each track was first tested in a silent room by placing a sound level meter (Casella CEL-620.A2/K1) 1 m from the external speaker built into the playback unit and assessing the time-averaged decibel level over 30 s of continuous playback. Playback was simultaneously recorded with a digital recorder (Marantz PMD 670; 44,100 Hz sampling rate, gain 2.5/10, PCM, 16-bit format; New York, USA) and directional microphone (Sennheiser ME66; Wedemark, Germany), which was used to produce a spectrogram for amplitude measurement in Raven Pro V 1.5 (Average Power (dB)). Second, noise files were also played through headphones plugged into the playback unit, mimicking the setup to be used in the field. Sound levels and spectrograms were produced in a manner similar to the procedure described above, except that the headphones were placed in direct contact with the sound level meter and omnidirectional microphone. Amplitude readings from the sound level meter and spectrograms both indicated that decibel levels from the headphones were within ± 2 dB of the external speaker. Spectrogram measurements (in 1 kHz bins) indicated that sound was similarly distributed across the frequencies of interest (1–10 kHz). Headphones produced slightly less energy in the 0–1 kHz spectral range, but this is below the frequencies used by our target species.

To record ambient noise conditions in each field location, both passive acoustic recording units recorded in unison for 5 min prior to the addition of any noise stimulus. With both recorders off, the 70 dBA test track and our sound level meter were used to ensure that output amplitude levels were correct. The playback unit was then connected to the headphones, which were already in place on the microphone of the passive acoustic recorder. Playback and recording were both programmed to initiate 5 min after activation to allow researchers time to clear the area. Upon activation, both passive acoustic recorders continued to operate on a 5 min on, 2 min off routine for the duration of the experiment. The first noise playback (Brown 40 dB) began 1 min prior to the first 5-min recording. This ensured that every 7-min ambient noise track covered one full 5-min recording cycle of the passive acoustic recording units. The setup was undisturbed for the duration of the full noise playback file.

**Acoustic analysis**

Thirteen sound files were collected from the control and experimental microphones for each trial. The ambient noise level prior to noise playback at each site was calculated in Raven Pro by measuring the Average Power (dB, 1–13 kHz) in a 1-s sample free from biotic sounds during playback of 40 dB white noise and a corresponding 1-s measurement from the 5-min ambient recording. The amplitude difference (ΔdB) between the two files was then subtracted from 40 dB to derive the ambient noise level.
To facilitate machine-based classification, we pretrained the cluster analysis function in Kaleidoscope Pro to automatically detect vocalizations from our five-target species (Wildlife Acoustics 2017, version 4.3.2). Between 6 and 13 foreign acoustic recording files (downloaded from https://www.xeno-canto.org and https://www.macaulaylibrary.org) of each of our five species and 205 local files containing all of our species were used to train the cluster analysis program. Each file was inspected visually, and correct vocalizations for each species were identified and saved. We used multiple vocalization types to train Kaleidoscope for each species, although chips and non-distinct calls were excluded. Compiled training results were added to the cluster analysis program so that pairwise classifiers could be created to automatically detect vocalizations from our five species in acoustic recordings. For each file, we visually evaluated detection results from the automated process and removed false detections since these do not represent accurate identification of the species of interest. The total number of correct detections from each file was used for statistical analysis. Cluster analysis was conducted on all acoustic files from all 20 field sites.

To facilitate blind spectrogram (visual) and auditory review of acoustic recordings, all sites were given a randomly generated number (1–20). Sites 1–10 were assigned for spectrogram analysis, and sites 11–20 were assigned for auditory analysis. Spectrogram analysis was conducted visually and audibly in Kaleidoscope Pro. A single observer detected every vocalization of our five-target species within each track. Sites 11–20 were analysed by listening to each recorded file on a continuous stream—much like a point-count where the vast majority of detections are aural (e.g., Bibby et al. 1992; Cooper and Blaha 2002). Every vocalization from a target species was recorded. Total detections were calculated for each species, and from each method in every file.

### Statistics

All statistical analyses were conducted in R version 3.5.1. To test whether the slight spatial separation or placing headphones on the experimental recording unit altered detectability, we ran a paired \( t \)-test to determine whether mean detections differed between the experimental and control microphones without any noise stimulus (\( \alpha = 0.05 \)). Zero-inflated negative binomial models (package pscl; Zeileis et al. 2008) were built to test the effects of treatment (control, noise), species (BLJA, REVI, OVEN, BTNW, EAWP), noise type (B, P, W), analysis (spectrogram, auditory, automated), and amplitude (ambient, 40, 50, 60, 70 dB) on detections. Our data set included a high number of zeros \( (n = 3,491) \). Zeros resulted from two separate phenomena; a) no detections made because a species was not present at a site (false zero), or b) no detections made because of the masking effects of the noise treatment (true zero). To account for this, we modelled our data using a zero-inflated negative binomial distribution (ZINB). A ZINB model is composed of a logistic regression component that models the probability of a false zero, and a component that models count data as a negative binomial distribution. While the results from both models are reported (Table 1), only the negative binomial model components are interpreted because our research question focuses on the count of detections rather than the probability of false zeros. Parameter estimates from our top ZINB model were exponentiated to represent odds ratios (e.g., Sheu et al. 2004).
A hierarchical variable selection process was used for model development. We first fit the null (detection ~ 1) and amplitude only models (detection ~ amplitude), retaining only the model with the lowest BIC for additional analysis. BIC was used for model selection because our sample size was large (n = 6,000) and AIC is prone to favour model complexity (Aho et al. 2014). Additional parameters (treatment, species, analysis, noise type) were then added iteratively, retaining the lowest BIC model. Finally, interaction terms between retained parameters were added, again selecting the model producing the lowest BIC. Predictions and confidence intervals from our top model were generated using emmeans (package emmeans; Lenth 2018). A correction factor was derived based upon the predicted proportion of detections lost due to noise (i.e., noise detection rate/control detection rate for each decibel from 30 to 70 dB). Results are presented as means ± 95% confidence intervals (CI).

Results

One 5-min recording of each noise condition, including no playback, was collected from each recorder and site for a total of 20 paired observations per treatment. Our paired t-test indicated that there was no significant difference in the mean detection rates between the control (25.4 ± 7.9/track) and experimental microphones (25.1 ± 7.7; t = 0.05, df = 398, p = 0.961) when no noise stimuli was projected (average amplitude: 31.8 ± 0.3). Our final zero-inflated negative binomial model retained amplitude, treatment, species, analysis, and a single interaction term: amplitude*treatment. This model represented a Δ3,745.61 BIC improvement over the null model and was 28.63 BIC units lower than the next lowest model. Red-eyed vireos had the highest number of average detections (63.8 ± 4.7, n = 20 sites), followed by black-throated green warblers (5.0 ± 0.6, n = 16), blue jays (4.5 ± 0.7, n = 17), Eastern wood-pewees (4.5 ± 0.6, n = 14), and ovenbirds (4.4 ± 0.4, n = 20; Figure 2). For analysis type, the spectrogram method had the highest number of average detections (31.3 ± 3.5), followed by the auditory (21.3 ± 2.4), and automated analysis (6.6 ± 0.6; Figure 3). It is important to note that while the trends between the spectrogram and auditory methods are reflected in our results, each method analysed different subsets of data and thus they are not directly comparable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>e^(Estimate)</th>
<th>z-value</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>e^(Estimate)</th>
<th>z-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>3.518</td>
<td>33.73</td>
<td>30.29 ***</td>
<td>-4.093</td>
<td>0.6641</td>
<td>-2.079 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude</td>
<td>-0.0075</td>
<td>.9926</td>
<td>-3.969 ***</td>
<td>0.0071</td>
<td>1.007</td>
<td>2.098 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment:Noise</td>
<td>0.9877</td>
<td>2.685</td>
<td>5.364 ***</td>
<td>-3.163</td>
<td>.0423</td>
<td>-11.26 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Species:BTNW</td>
<td>0.2736</td>
<td>1.315</td>
<td>3.333 ***</td>
<td>0.0653</td>
<td>1.068</td>
<td>0.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Species:OVEN</td>
<td>-0.7543</td>
<td>.4704</td>
<td>-10.39 ***</td>
<td>-1.941</td>
<td>.1435</td>
<td>-14.17 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Species:EAWP</td>
<td>0.1627</td>
<td>1.177</td>
<td>1.956</td>
<td>0.1548</td>
<td>1.167</td>
<td>1.483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis:Spectrogram</td>
<td>1.123</td>
<td>3.075</td>
<td>21.20 ***</td>
<td>-0.1131</td>
<td>.8930</td>
<td>-1.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis:Auditory</td>
<td>.8050</td>
<td>2.237</td>
<td>15.62 ***</td>
<td>0.7322</td>
<td>2.080</td>
<td>8.589 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude*Treatment:Noise</td>
<td>-0.0293</td>
<td>.9711</td>
<td>-7.039 ***</td>
<td>0.0950</td>
<td>1.100</td>
<td>16.31 ***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** = p < .00001
** = p < .001
* = p < .01
Figure 2. Average number of vocal detections per track for each of the five-target species. The horizontal broken line represents a gap added to the y axis to enhance side by side comparisons of species. Four letter codes stand for the red-eyed vireo (REVI), black-throated green warbler (BTNW), blue jay (BLJA), Eastern wood-pewee (EAWP), and ovenbird (OVEN). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 3. Average number of vocal detections per track by analysis type. Spectrogram analysis included visual and aural inspection of acoustic recordings, Auditory analysis involved only aural inspection, and Automated analysis was a result from a pre-trained cluster analysis conducted in Kaleidoscope Pro acoustic software. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
Because the amplitude*treatment interaction was retained in our final model, amplitude and treatment alone become conditional effects, rather than main effects (Cleary and Kessler 1982). Our results indicate that when amplitude is 0, the number of detections in the noise treatment will be greater than in the control, by a factor of 2.7. But, because field recording conditions never occur at 0 dB of ambient noise, the conditional effect of the noise treatment is not a meaningful predictor (Aiken et al. 1991). The biologically relevant interaction term indicates that a one-decibel increase in amplitude decreases the number of detections in noise-impacted recordings by a factor of .971 relative to the control treatment (Table 1).

The predicted decreases in the number of vocal detections due to noise masking were 28% at 40 dB, 61% at 50 dB, 83% at 60 dB, and 94% at 70 dB (Figure 4). Since noise-related trends did not differ between species, noise type, or analysis method, we develop a single equation to adjust detection rates in noise-masked recordings. To do this, we divided the predicted noise-impacted detection rate by the predicted control detection rate for each decibel from 30 to 70 dB, the amplitude range covered by our experiment. Predicted proportion values were represented by the polynomial equation:

\[ y = 0.0006x^2 - 0.0851x + 3.2056, \]

where \( x \) was the measured noise level (in dB), and \( y \) was the percent change in detection rate between the observed decibel level (\( x \)) and the amplitude at which no noise impact was observed. To calculate the amplitude at which noise had no impact on detectability,
we solved \( x \) for the value \( y = 1 \). At this value, \( x = 34.13 \) dB, indicating that our equation is applicable for passive acoustic recordings with noise levels that fall within 35–70 dB.

Utilizing the proportion of detections (i.e., control/experiment microphone) rather than total detections in different noise conditions to create our polynomial equation was critical because detection rates for each amplitude treatment were assessed on a unique set of acoustic recordings. Total detections are reflective of the rate of vocalizations produced and the number of vocalizations detected. Differences in production rates are exhibited in our control recordings where total detections decreased as amplitude increased, although noise playback never occurred (Figure 4). The observed pattern is most likely a result of playback timing. The amplitude of noise playback (in name only for controls) always increased as time progressed, which correlates with decreased singing rates during the dawn chorus (Henwood and Fabrick 1979; Kacelnik and Krebs 1982; Brown and Handford 2003). A similar pattern could also result if noise spillover from the headphones was impacting the control microphone, but spatial separation between the recording made this scenario unlikely. Further, visual inspection of control spectrograms during the time when noise playback occurred in the experimental unit confirmed that background noise was not detectable.

**Discussion**

Our prediction that neither the slight spatial separation between units nor the presence of headphones on the microphone of a passive acoustic recording unit would have a significant impact on the detection of biotic vocalizations was supported. Results from our negative binomial model revealed that increasing amplitude significantly reduced detection rates. The absence of interaction terms between amplitude and factors other than treatment indicated that masking patterns were similar regardless of the species, noise type, or analysis method. Despite the lack of unique noise-related trends, absolute detections differed dramatically between species and by analysis method. Counter to our prediction, noise type had no impact on detectability.

Because noise-associated detectability trends did not differ significantly between species, noise type, or analysis method, we derived a single formula to correct for noise masking in passive acoustic recordings. It is unlikely that these factors have no impact on detectability rates, but rather, that increasing amplitude has a far greater effect. As a result, our single formula may sufficiently estimate the proportion of signals in birds, and potentially other organisms, that are being lost due to ambient noise levels by simply measuring background noise in acoustic recordings. We emphasize that this correction factor only estimates the proportion of masked detections, although similarly, point counts are also only estimates of abundance (Simons et al. 2007). Currently, our polynomial function should only be applied to acoustic recordings with ambient noise levels within 35–70 dB. Although our results were robust across a number of factors, we recommend that our correction factor be applied with caution, and we invite others to test and refine our results. While the vocalizations from our five-target species varied naturally in amplitude and pitch, further testing of additional species is important to test the tractability of this formula more generally. Nonetheless, we present the first empirically-derived correction factor for noise-masking in passive acoustic recordings, which is a substantial improvement over disregarding that detectability differences are occurring across varying levels of noise.
Although noise-related trends were not evident between species and noise types, several absolute differences were notable. Red-eyed vireos were detected at far greater rates than other species. This is likely related to their persistent singing behaviour (Hartshorne 1956; Buskirk and McDonald 1995) and the way their vocalizations were counted. Because red-eyed vireos have a non-consistent song pattern (Hartshorne 1956), each element was treated as an individual detection. In comparison to blue jays, black-throated green warblers vocalized more often, and ovenbirds vocalized less. Despite its lower vocalization rate, the ovenbird was the second most regularly recorded species, which correlates with its known prevalence in our study region (Kendeigh 1948).

As predicted, spectrogram analysis had the highest average number of detections, followed by the auditory and automated analyses. Direct comparisons between the spectrogram and auditory analyses cannot be made because each method was used to analyse acoustic recordings from 10 unique sites. Site-dependent variables (i.e., time of day, different number of vocalizing species/individuals) could have played a role in the difference between the results for these two analyses methods. Nonetheless, since spectrogram analyses included both visual and aural components, it is likely that this method would result in more detections than auditory assessments regardless of site-dependent variables. However, both techniques could be compared directly to our automated analysis, and both resulted in higher detection rates. While machine learning has advanced significantly in recent years, and is much more efficient than other analysis techniques, the variability within species-specific acoustic signatures still limits the accuracy of automated programs. However, the lack of an interaction between noise and analysis method in our model indicates that masking from noise impacts detectability in humans and automated recorders similarly. These results indicate that differences in the absolute number of detections between methods more likely arises from inaccurate classification rather than inherent differences in the ability to detect acoustic signals. In cases where rates of change are of interest rather than absolute detections, noise impacted acoustic recordings may be comparable across methods.

It was somewhat surprising that the only term completely absent from our final model was noise type. While vocal frequencies varied by species, all occurred between 2 and 10 kHz. We predicted that white noise would have the largest masking effect because it has equal power densities across all frequencies, and thus, higher densities in the higher pitches. However, the idea that spectral separation offers minimal release from acoustic masking aligns with a handful of studies showing that songbird vocalizations shifted to higher frequencies provide only marginal increases in detectability in the presence of low-frequency ambient noise (Nemeth and Brumm 2010; Zollinger et al. 2017). Specifically, Parris and McCarthy (2013) reported a < 4% increase in a signal’s active space when frequencies were >2 kHz. Taken together, this evidence suggests that the spectral power density of ambient noise has less impact on acoustic masking than its amplitude. Thus, quantifying amplitude may be of primary importance for understanding the impact of ambient noise on both passive acoustic recorders and biological receivers (e.g., Potvin et al. 2016; Lohr et al. 2003).

In summary, the presence of ambient noise significantly altered the detectability of songbird vocalizations in acoustic data derived from passive acoustic recording units, and presents a potential confound for comparisons between recordings made in
different ambient conditions. We present the first empirically derived correction factor to account for the proportion of detections lost due to ambient noise in the recording soundscape. Because amplitude impacted detection similarly across our five species, three noise types, and three analysis methods, a single correction factor was sufficient for estimating noise-associated decreases in detectability in all conditions. We encourage others to investigate the tractability of our correction factor for other avian and non-avian species, and in different recording conditions. Regardless of the method, our results make it clear that ambient noise must be accounted for in order to accurately compare detection rates in acoustic recordings across ambient conditions.
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